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NEW PR0-SERIES SUSPENSION KIT 
FOR BUELL XB MODELS
Improve Balance and Feedback to Rider for Racing or Track Days

The new Pro-Series Suspension Kit (P/N 48083-04Y, $76.95) from Buell Accessories
is designed to enhance the handling performance of 2005 Buell XB models and pro-
vide better rider feedback than the stock suspension. Intended for use in racing appli-
cations or for riders fine-tuning a Buell XB for track-day riding, the kit includes a 12
percent stiffer rear spring and 6 percent stiffer fork springs. The Pro-Series rear spring
is a single-rate spring that compresses at a constant rate throughout its travel, unlike
the progressive-rate stock spring that is rather soft on initial compression to provide a
smoother ride on public roads. The Pro-Series spring will deliver a stiffer ride and is
not recommend for carrying a passenger. The stiffer rate of the Pro-Series spring also
provides a broader range of pre-load adjustment for heavier (over 200 pounds) riders.
The rates of the front and rear springs are more closely tuned than the stock springs
to provide more consistent front-to-rear balance. The springs are designed by Showa,
supplier of the stock suspension systems, and will work well with the existing
adjustable dampers, which make this a more affordable performance upgrade. ■
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NEW DETACHABLE SADDLEBAGS 
FOR BUELL XB MODELS
Custom-fit Carrying Capacity for Lightning and Firebolt Models

Buell owners can add touring capacity or just around-town utility to an XB Lightning or
XB Firebolt model with the new Detachable Saddlebags ($159.95) from Buell
Accessories. Constructed of molded polyester, these streamlined black bags are
weather- and UV-resistant, and the rigid body and lids maintain shape when empty.
The bags expand two inches for additional capacity, and feature reflective trim and
waterproof zippers. Detachable Saddlebag P/N 91310-04Y fits all 2003-later XB
Firebolt models, and includes support brackets and reflector relocation brackets.
Detachable Saddlebag P/N 91458-05Y fits all 2003-later XB Lightning models and
features an easy-to-use hook-and-loop mounting system. ■

Buell Firebolt XB12R

NEW DETACHABLE TRUNK BAG 
FOR BUELL XB LIGHTNING MODELS
Weather-Resistant Touring Luggage: Sleek Style,Custom Fit

The new Detachable Trunk Bag (P/N 91456-05Y, $109.95) from Buell Accessories is
versatile touring luggage custom-fit for all 2003-later Buell XB Lightning models. The
rigid polyester body and lid hold shape when empty and are UV- and weather-
resistant. Expandable side pockets offer additional capacity, and a padded handle
makes it easy to carry this bag to a hotel room or office. The bag has reflective trim,
an easy-to-use mounting system, and comes with a rain cover. The Detachable Trunk
Bag is designed to work as a system with Detachable Saddlebags (P/N 91458-05Y,
$159.95), which must be purchased separately. ■


